The ancient Arab grammarians believed that the adv.phrase on its -called sentence with adv. Predicate , since it needs to be related to a verb or a verbal paradigm indicative to the absolute or universal being or existence comparative study between the function of in the adverbial sentence as
The role of iw in the adverbial sentence in Middle Egyptian Dr. Zeinab Mahrous * Abstract: The ancient Arab grammarians believed that the adv.phrase on its -called sentence with adv. Predicate , since it needs to be related to a verb or a verbal paradigm indicative to the absolute or universal being or existence comparative study between the function of in the adverbial sentence as Although is very common in the M.E. adverbial sentences in which the predicate consists of an adverb propre or a prepositional phrase (preposition +noun or pronoun), Egyptologists still debate about its exact meaning , and no one has yet come up with a full explanation of why Egyptian used it in some cases but not in others 1 .This word is used before a nominal subject or a demonstrative pronoun or with the suffix pronoun where in the last case its presence is obligatory . There are many interpretations concerning its function in such kind of sentences :-1-before the nominal subject is to give to it the importance of a more or less independent assertion , This role does not necessarily hold when the subject is a suffix pronoun .The suffixes must lean on some preceding word , and is the word most commonly used to support the suffixes 2 2-with nominal subject serves to introduce some statements, often a description of outstanding interest, when it is omitted ,the statement or description becomes less obtrusive 3-the predicate like v. to be or v. étre 4 , but the expression of this copula was including modern Arabic.In such languages it is possible to make a sentence without any verb at all 5 . 4-énonciation. The relation of situation which is implied in the sentence with adv. Predicate has a spatial and temporal reference, serves to show that this reference coincides with time and the place of the enunciation ( here and now) from the point of view of the speaker 6 .
5-One of the uses of has to do with the difference between statements that are generally valid and those that are only temporarily true,in sentences with adv. Predicate generally marks a statement that is only temporarily true or one that is true in specific circumstances 7 .
6-is a proclitic particle, its semantic scope can be defined as an overt 8 as the explicit positive counterpart to a negative statement.
The syntax of the sentence with adverbial predicate in M.E. resembles very much its equivalent in the Arabic language,in which it consists also of a subject and adverbial predicate (adverb or prepositional phrase) ex.
Ahmed is the subject and fi elmanzel is considered as the predicate,but the ancient Arab grammarians believed that the prepositional phrase or adverb in this kind of nsidered as the real predicate and that for two reasons 9 :-1-10 , it must be a 2-In the non verbal sentences with nominal predicate or adjectival predicate (sentences of identity and quality), the predicate is equivalent to the subject in meaning( they both can replace each other), ex. Ahmed telmezun predicate(sentence of location) ex. *Ahmed, in the house, in the house Ahmed , because the meaning in each one of them is existence, in this case the predicate will be is in the house, instead of only in the house 13 . Even though the ancient Arab grammarian assert the omission of the verb or the verbal paradigm indicative to the absolute being or existence in this kind of sentences , on research of identical examples in Arabic language ,several cases were found out in which a verbal paradigm 14 indicative to the absolute being or existence was mentioned as follow exs.
The subject is being talked about, whither it is a noun or a pronoun, both have no meaning on their own, but both are to designate things .
The verb describes an action and has a tense and mood. 
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Here is an existential predicate , I think as a verb, not as a particle introducing a nominal pattern 24 , but this verb was unfit to express time .
The negative counterpart of these statements uses which is used to negate the existence and the adv. sentences 25 . Ex.
word before is extremely rare , ex. re not in is always omitted in the case of negation.
2-The origin of specialized for use as the copula 30 . There is a relationship between coming and existence, the existence is the result of coming, even the Libyco Berber copula ga-might be borrowed from Arabic g 31 .
Loprieno believes that the origin of has to be sought in a verbal lexeme was grammaticalized as a complementizer already in the formative period of the language, leaving only sporadic instances of its earlier, semantically fuller use 32 .
3-In many cases, the subject after is omitted 33 when it is clear from the adv. predicate comes after directly, this means that it depends upon it, ex. ( ) could stand between and the subject, it modifies here, ex.
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From all what we have previously said, we find that the function of in the adverbial sentence could be interpreted as the morpheme indicative to the absolute or universal being or existence . Whither this morpheme is ex.
indicative to the absolute being or existence in the adverbial sentence in Arabic, but its presence, is syntactically more correct .
If the last explanation is accepted nothing prevents it ( to be used in some places as a copula especially with the suffix pronouns .But this is not the only copula used with the personal pronouns . Various Semitic languages employ the personal pronoun as a kind of substitute for copula. While South Ethiopic and Tiger make use of two particles viz . n and nt > tt > t both of which have an Afro-Asiatic background 39 
Egyptian
Tuareg Harari Gafat Tiger nt-s nt-a int-a tt-a tThe n-copula is used with pronominal suffixes of the verb in all South Ethiopian languages, except Harari. This copula is related to the Tuareg and Cushitic pronominal element n (Tuareg n-( 42 .
The same thing could be applied on the initial element of the first and second persons of the pronominal compound 43 (it is also called the proclitic pronoun of L.Eg 44 .and the subject form of the personal pronouns 45 ), it is related to the copula t-of Tiger. So, it is clear that the copula is implied in these pronouns . The same could be said about the relationship between and the suffix pronouns, i.e.all these pronouns have their own copula.
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Its paradigm consists of the element tw plus the suffix pronouns for the first and second person, and dependent pronouns for the third person .This form is used only as subject in a sentence with adverbial predicate, it always stand first in the sentence and is not used after particles .; J P Allen, op. Cit.,p. 115. Loprieno believes that < < (the conjunctive Ibid.
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